Regional variations in the extent and pattern of grey matter demyelination in multiple sclerosis: a comparison between the cerebral cortex, cerebellar cortex, deep grey matter nuclei and the spinal cord
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ABSTRACT
Background: Substantial grey matter (GM) demyelination occurs in both the cerebral cortex and spinal cord in multiple sclerosis (MS). GM demyelination also occurs in the cerebellar cortex and the deep GM nuclei of the brain. However, no study has made a direct “within subject” comparison of the extent of GM pathology between these regions.

Aim: To examine the extent and pattern of GM demyelination in the motor cortex, cingulate gyrus, cerebellum, thalamus and spinal cord in MS.

Methods: Postmortem study using material from 14 MS cases and three controls. Sections were taken from the five predetermined areas and stained for proteolipid protein. The extent of GM and white matter (WM) demyelination was assessed in each region.

Results and conclusion: Overall, 28.8% of the GM was demyelinated compared with 15.6% of the WM (p<0.001), with demyelination being greater in the GM than in the WM at each of the anatomical sites. There was substantial variation in the extent of demyelination between the different CNS regions. GM demyelination was most extensive in the spinal cord and cerebellum while WM demyelination was most prominent in the spinal cord.

The factors influencing plaque topography in multiple sclerosis (MS) are not fully understood. The majority of white matter (WM) plaques occur in a perivenular distribution, with areas containing a high density of small veins and venules—such as the periventricular WM, leucocortical junction and the WM tracts of the brainstem and spinal cord—showing a preponderance for demyelination. While it has been recognised that MS also involves grey matter (GM) structures, the conventional myelin stains used in these studies grossly underestimate the true extent of this GM pathology.

In comparison, myelin protein immunohistochemistry is more sensitive for detecting GM demyelination, demonstrating extensive demyelination in the cerebral cortex and spinal cord GM in MS. However, it is unclear whether GM demyelination is more prominent in the spinal cord, the cerebral cortex or other GM structures; comparisons between studies are likely to be confounded by differences in MS subtype, disease duration, age, gender, etc. Therefore, in this study, we used autopsy material to quantify GM and WM demyelination in the cerebral cortex, cerebellum, spinal cord and thalamus, allowing us to make “within subject” comparisons of the extent of demyelination in these regions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Clinical material
Formalin fixed, paraffin embedded autopsy material was obtained from 14 pathologically confirmed MS cases and three controls (MS Brain Bank, London, UK). Patients with MS (one man, 15 women) were aged 44–81 years (mean 56.6, median 56) with disease durations of 6–32 years (mean 25.7, median 22). Eleven cases had secondary progressive MS (SPMS), two primary progressive MS (PPMS) and one relapsing remitting MS (RRMS). The controls (two women aged 69 and 78 years, one man aged 35 years) had no clinical or pathological evidence of neurological disease. The local research ethics committee approved the study.

Preparation of the sections
Sections (5 μm) were taken from seven predetermined areas of the CNS, irrespective of the macroscopic appearance: the motor cortex, cingulate gyrus, cerebellum, thalamus and spinal cord (transverse sections from the cervical, thoracic and lumbar levels). Sections were stained for proteolipid protein (PLP) as described previously.

Measurement of GM and WM lesions
The PLP stained sections were scanned in a slide scanner to produce a digital image. Using these images the GM/WM boundary and the MS lesions were manually outlined (AnalyzeSIS Pro running SIS software; Olympus UK). The control cases were used to establish normal regional variations in myelin staining. Lesions were defined as sharply demarcated areas, characterised by either complete myelin loss or markedly reduced myelin density (likely to represent partially remyelinated lesions). The proportion of GM that was demyelinated (PGM, ie, the area of demyelinated GM as a percentage of the total GM cross sectional area) and the proportion of WM that was demyelinated (PWM) was then calculated.

Statistical analysis
Paired t tests were used to compare PGM with PWM in each anatomical region (ie, each tissue section contained both GM and WM, hence paired tests). Correlations between PGM and PWM were
Table 1  Frequency of lesions in the five anatomical regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Tissue sections examined</th>
<th>Areas of GM demyelination</th>
<th>Areas of WM demyelination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Proportion that are pure GM lesions (%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cingulate</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor cortex</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep GM</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellum</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal cord</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pure GM lesions (ie, lesions that are restricted to the GM and do not impinge on the adjacent WM).

Spinal cord values represent the pooled results from the three cord levels.

Fig 1  PLP immunostaining of the cerebral cortex in controls (A, C) and in patients with multiple sclerosis (B, D–F).
(A, C) In controls, PLP staining is reduced in GM in comparison with WM, particularly in the superficial cortex (C).
(B) Subpial lesion extending over the cingulate gyrus (arrows = lesion border).
(D) Subpial lesion at high magnification. In comparison, leucocortical (E) and intracortical (F) lesions are smaller and often perivenular in distribution. Broken lines = GM/WM boundary. GM, grey matter; PLP, proteolipid protein; WM, white matter. Scale bars 500 μm.
assessed using Spearman’s ranked test. Multiple regression analyses were used to examine the influence of age, anatomical location and disease duration on P GMd and P WMd (Stata V.9; StataCorp, Texas, USA).

RESULTS
Lesion counts and morphology
The frequency of GM and WM plaques in each CNS region is shown in table 1. Within the cerebral cortex, thalamus and cerebellum, the majority of GM plaques were restricted to the GM and did not impinge on the WM (95.8%, 87.5% and 50.6%, respectively). In contrast, only 16.7% of spinal cord GM plaques involved the GM exclusively. The majority of lesions in the cerebral cortex were subpial in location (72% by number, 96% by area). Plaque morphology is illustrated in fig 1 (cerebral cortex), fig 2 (cerebellar cortex) and fig 3 (thalamus and spinal cord). We observed evidence of ongoing demyelination (ie, macrophages containing PLP inclusions) in only one case (one subcortical WM lesion and four thalamic lesions—three GM lesions, one mixed GM/WM lesion).

Demyelination is more extensive in the GM than the WM
Overall, P GMd (mean 28.8%) was significantly greater than P WMd (15.6%) (p<0.001). P GMd correlated with P WMd (r = 0.7621, p<0.001).

Regional differences in the extent of demyelination
To examine for regional differences in the extent of GM demyelination, P GMd was regressed on anatomical location controlling for age and disease duration. In comparison with the cervical cord, P GMd was significantly reduced in the motor cortex (coefficient of regression (coeff) = -20.4703, p<0.001—ie, P GMd was, on average, 47% greater in the cervical cord than in the motor cortex), the cingulate (coeff = -0.3220, p = 0.001) and the thalamus (coeff = -0.4449, p<0.001). P GMd was not significantly different in the cerebellum (coeff = -0.0217, p = 0.875), thoracic cord (coeff = 0.0984, p = 0.416) or lumbar cord (coeff = -0.0829, p = 0.538) in comparison with the cervical cord. P GMd was greater in the cingulate than in the motor cortex (p = 0.013).

In comparison with the lumbar cord, P WMd was reduced in the WM adjacent to the motor cortex (coeff = -0.2975, p = 0.005), cingulate (coeff = -0.2499, p = 0.014), thalamus (coeff = -0.2548, p = 0.021) and cerebellum (coeff = -0.1982, p = 0.053) but not the cervical (coeff = -0.0829, p = 0.538) or thoracic cord (coeff = 0.0984, p = 0.416).

P GMd was greater than P WMd in the motor cortex (p = 0.0128), cerebellum (p = 0.0055) and spinal cord (cervical, p = 0.0464; thoracic, p = 0.0082; lumbar, p = 0.0693) (fig 4). The difference was not significant in the cingulate (p = 0.1185) or thalamus (p = 0.3885).

Figure 2  PLP immunostaining of the cerebellum. (A–D) Control; in comparison with the WM, there is a paucity of myelin within the Gr and Pu layers, while the outermost Mo layer is devoid of myelin. (C, D) Pu (C) and Gr (D) layers at higher magnification. (E–I) Multiple sclerosis case. (E, F) Mixed GM/WM lesions. (G, H) A proportion of cerebellar plaques are characterised by complete myelin loss in the cortex, with sparing of the subcortical WM. (I) Demyelination in the Gr layer is invariably accompanied by demyelination in the Pu layer and vice versa. GM, grey matter; Gr, granular cell; Mo, molecular; PLP, proteolipid protein; Pu, Purkinje; WM, white matter.
The correlation between $P_{GMd}$ and $P_{WMd}$ varied between sites, being greatest in the spinal cord (e.g., thoracic cord; $r = 0.908$, $p < 0.001$) and thalamus ($r = 0.569$, $p = 0.042$). The two variables did not correlate in the cerebral cortex (e.g., cingulate; $r = 0.161$, $p = 0.6$) and cerebellum ($r = 0.534$, $p = 0.060$). $P_{GMd}$ in the cingulate correlated with $P_{GMd}$ in the cerebellar cortex ($r = 0.745$, $p = 0.003$), but not in the spinal cord (e.g., thoracic cord; $r = 0.407$, $p = 0.214$).

Influence of age, sex and disease duration on extent of demyelination

Age (coefficient of regression (coeff) $= -0.0134$, $p = 0.004$) appeared to have a significant influence on $P_{GMd}$, with younger patients having greater GM demyelination. Disease duration did not appear to influence $P_{GMd}$ (coeff $= 0.0091$, $p = 0.179$).

Both age (coeff $= -0.0100$, $p = 0.003$) and disease duration (coeff $= 0.0092$, $p = 0.049$) appeared to have a significant influence on $P_{WMd}$ with more extensive demyelination being observed in younger patients and those with longer disease durations.

DISCUSSION

Numerous studies have examined the distribution of MS plaques within the CNS using histochemical myelin stains. This work has suggested that while demyelination occurs in both WM and GM structures, MS is predominantly a WM disease. However, such studies are likely to have substantially underestimated the extent of GM involvement. In light of this, it is essential that the extent and pattern of demyelination in MS is re-evaluated using more sensitive methods of lesion quantification.

Figure 3  PLP immunostaining of the thalamus (A–D) and spinal cord (E–G). (A) Control showing GM nuclei interspersed with WM. (B–G) Multiple sclerosis cases. (B) Multiple demyelinated plaques, largely within the GM. (C, D) Subependymal periventricular GM plaque. (E) Two mixed GM/WM plaques in the cervical cord, both displaying a complete disregard for the GM/WM boundary. Note the paucity of myelin staining within the SG of the GM, also observed in controls. (F, G) A proportion of spinal plaques maintain a strict respect for the GM/WM boundary. Broken lines = GM/WM boundary. GM, grey matter; PLP, proteolipid protein; SG, substantia gelatinosa; WM, white matter. Scale bars 500 μm.
Demyelination in the cerebral and cerebellar cortex

In keeping with previous studies, the majority of cerebral cortical lesions were subpial in location. These often involved extensive lengths of the cortical ribbon. Consistent with Kutzelnigg et al, we found no correlation between \( P_{\text{GMd}} \) and \( P_{\text{WMd}} \) in the cerebral cortex, suggesting that cortical demyelination, particularly subpial demyelination, occurs by an independent mechanism to WM demyelination. Subpial lesions do not appear to occur in a perivascular distribution; they frequently cover extensive areas, extending from the surface of the brain into the cerebral cortex. It has been suggested that subpial demyelination is mediated by a “myelinotoxic factor,” generated by inflammatory cells in the meninges or the CSF, diffusing inward from the surface of the brain. Kutzelnigg et al found subpial demyelination to be most pronounced within deep invaginations of the cortex, including the cingulate, possibly reflecting regional differences in CSF flow, with extensive demyelination occurring in areas of CSF stasis.

Consistent with a recent study, we have demonstrated that the cerebellar cortex is a predilection site for demyelination, with \( P_{\text{GMd}} \) exceeding 70% in six of the 13 cases examined in the current study. The cerebellum also showed the greatest difference between \( P_{\text{GMd}} \) (mean 45.7%) and \( P_{\text{WMd}} \) (mean 8.7%). Like the subpial plaques of the cerebral cortex, subpial cerebellar lesions are extensive, typically involving multiple folia. \( P_{\text{GMd}} \) in the cingulate correlates with \( P_{\text{GMd}} \) in the cerebellum, but not with \( P_{\text{GMd}} \) in the spinal cord, further suggesting that subpial demyelination occurs by a different mechanism to demyelination at other sites.

Both subpial cerebellar lesions and the so-called type IV plaques of the cerebral cortex involve the full thickness of the cortex, without impinging on the subcortical WM. A proportion of spinal cord plaques also show strict respect for the GM/WM boundary, suggesting a common pathogenic mechanism. We have previously suggested that this pattern of plaque morphology may reflect a relative failure of remyelination in the GM, giving rise to extensive areas of demyelinated GM with apparent sparing of the adjacent WM. Alternatively, differences in the extent of demyelination between WM and GM structures may stem from antigenic differences between GM myelin and WM myelin or differences in the handling of interstitial fluid between WM and GM.

The hypothesis that demyelination is mediated by a myelinotoxic factor in the interstitial fluid is an attractive one. Interstitial fluid in GM drains preferentially along perivascular (Virchow Robin) channels to the CSF, while interstitial fluid in WM also spreads through the extracellular spaces between nerve fibres; in the WM of the brain this fluid predominantly drains into the ventricles. There is some evidence that interstitial fluid is cleared more efficiently from WM than GM. GM/WM differences in interstitial fluid drainage may thereby result in areas of GM demyelination with sparing of the adjacent WM. Furthermore, a myelinotoxic substance originating in the interstitial fluid could potentially circulate within the Virchow Robin space (resulting in periventricular demyelination) and the CSF (mediating subpial and periventricular demyelination). We acknowledge that the majority of plaques in our postmortem series are likely to be longstanding. Because of a paucity of actively demyelinating lesions, we have not been able to adequately assess plaque morphology in the early stages of lesion development.

Spinal cord and thalamic demyelination

We have previously examined GM demyelination in the spinal cord in detail. In the current study, we have confirmed the finding of substantial GM involvement throughout the cord. We noted that despite our speculations that subpial demyelination is mediated by a factor related to the CSF, GM demyelination is even more extensive in the spinal cord where the GM is not bathed in CSF. Animal studies indicate marked differences between the GM of the brain and spinal cord in terms of their response to injury. Following injection of proinflammatory cytokines, leucocyte infiltration and blood–brain barrier breakdown is more pronounced in the spinal cord GM in comparison with the striatum. Similar differences between sites may result in regional differences in the extent of GM demyelination.

Consistent with previous work, we detected a modest degree of demyelination in the thalamus. The plaque borders within the deep GM structures did not appear to respect the GM/WM...
boundary. While the ependymal surface was not identifiable on all of the sections, subependymal GM plaques were present in a number of cases, sometimes extending over a relatively large area (fig SC). While the majority of periventricular WM plaques demonstrate a perivenular distribution, a smaller number appear to arise from the ependymal surface of the ventricle itself, suggesting that inflammatory cells or a demyelinating factor within the ventricular system may be responsible for the formation of a proportion of plaques. Further work is required to examine the relationship between periventricular GM plaques and subependymal veins and to compare the extent of periventricular demyelination between GM and WM structures.

**Influence of disease duration and MS subtype**

In agreement with previous work, we found no correlation between disease duration and the extent of GM demyelination. However, disease duration was less than 10 years in only one subject; the lesion counts observed therefore reflect years of cumulative pathology. Studies on patients with shorter disease durations are required to determine whether GM demyelination is an early or late event or indeed whether it occurs consequent to WM injury.

Kutzelnigg et al have suggested cortical demyelination may be a pathological correlate of disease progression. Because of a paucity of PPMS and RRMS cases, we have been unable to investigate the influence of MS subtype on the extent of demyelination. However, in the single RRMS case, 18.7% of the cingulate was demyelinated, suggesting extensive cortical demyelination is not exclusively a feature of progressive disease. Interestingly no cortical plaques were detected in the two PPMS cases, although we have examined relatively small areas of cortex.

**CONCLUSION**

We demonstrated substantial variation in the extent of both GM and WM demyelination between different regions of the CNS. Of the areas examined, GM demyelination was most extensive in the spinal cord and cerebellum, while WM demyelination was most prominent in the spinal cord. Demyelination was greater in the GM than in the WM at each anatomical site. Further work is required to better characterise these GM plaques—for example, examining inflammatory cell infiltration, blood–brain barrier breakdown, gliosis and remyelination—in order to understand the factors that influence lesion topography and the apparent preponderance for GM demyelination.
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